Hospitality is
		 our Business

At Welbilt, we are proud to provide
the world’s top chefs, premier chain
operators and growing independents
with industry-leading equipment and
solutions. We offer the most comprehensive portfolio of
hot and cold foodservice equipment in the industry as well as
exceptional after-sales service to ensure our customers’ kitchens
are up and running to their fullest potential. We optimize the
kitchen by improving speed, quality, flexibility and productivity.

Welbilt is more than a name. It’s a promise – a promise to keep
innovating, evolving and most importantly, to keep bringing our
customers the best in foodservice solutions.

Advancing Your Ambitions
Convotherm® 4
Timing is everything in the kitchen. Large scale events like banquets are a challenge, since they
require that a large number of high quality dishes are served simultaneously and at the correct
temperature. Convotherm’s combi ovens have been designed around these needs and raise the
bar for innovative technology, reliability, efficiency, quality and user-friendly design. The Advanced
Closed System ensures perfect cooking performance – no matter whether you bake, broil, roast,
grill, steam, stew, blanch, poach, fry, or re-therm.
convotherm.com

Our combination ovens feature:
Disappearing Door
• Frees up aisle space.
• Reduced risk of burns.
• Freedom of movement when working and handling food.
Press & Go
• Eight one-step recipe start buttons for multi-step
recipes.
• Optional new easyTouch® user-friendly electronic touch
pad system helps simplify cooking operations with large,
easy-to-read colorful graphics to help staff navigate
through menus.
Automatic Reversing Fan
• Allows even temperature and browning patterns.
• Eliminates rotating product during cooking.
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Expanding Your Opportunities
Merrychef® eikon®
Merrychef’s eikon series speed ovens help to prepare fresh, hot food on demand where space
is limited. It allows you to offer your customers more menu choices and faster service with
consistent food quality. Perfect for front cooking, the Merrychef eikon e2s oven is an ultra-high
performance, fast, energy-efficient and easy to use cooking system. It can cook meals up to 20
times faster than conventional ovens, with a consistently high level of quality. Merrychef eikon
e2s has been recognized at Hotelex and INTERNORGA for its innovative design.
merrychef.com

Our high speed ovens feature:
Easy to use
• Pictoral easyTouch® screen technology.
• MenuConnect® software enables instant USB
menu updates.
• Interlocking filter design for ease of daily maintenance.
Guaranteed perfect results every time
• Precise power levels to cook the most delicate products.
• Programs downloaded across multiple outlets via USB
memory stick.
Reduced wait and service times
• Increase speed, service, quality and freshness.
• Three heating technologies – convected heat,
impingement air, and microwave energy.
• Cooks up to 15 times faster than traditional
cooking methods.

Your Growth is Our Goal
Frymaster® fryers
Frymaster is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of commercial deep fryers for the
foodservice industry. It has an entire line of fryers ranging from small capacity fryers to
ultra-efficient, high production oil conserving models to match your restaurant needs.
Green benefits range from reduction of oil use to less energy consumption. Frymaster’s
technological innovations maximize performance, produce high quality, great-tasting foods
and improve your bottom line.
frymaster.com

Our high volume fryers feature:
•A
 spacious frying area suitable for frying unique
menu items such as bone-in chicken and other
wet-breaded products.
• Patented, self-standing, swing-up ribbon-type
elements that allow for efficient and uniform
transfer of heat and easy cleanup.

• Deep cold zone and forward sloping bottom
help collect and remove sediment from the
frypot to safeguard oil quality and support
routine frypot cleaning.
• Digital solid-state temperature controls react
quickly to changes in load conditions for rapid
temperature recovery and eliminate loss of time
incurred between loads.
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Bring Your Passion to the Surface
Garland® ranges
Garland ranges bring power, precision and efficiency to modern lodging operations allowing
top chefs to focus on their culinary creativity. Designed by a team of culinary professionals and
engineers, Garland equipment takes your cooking experience to new heights. Its performance
and durability are unmatched, maintenance and cleaning are easy.
garland-group.com

Our restaurant ranges feature:
•S
 uperior structural rigidity and enhanced thermal
management reducing downtime over the long life
of the range.
• Engineered by experts, the protected individual
burner pilots eliminate spillover outages while split
ergonomic grates and two-piece burners make
cleaning easy and safe.
• New larger oven is deep enough to load full-sized
sheet pans in either direction.
• Best in class consistency and recovery time, making
easy work of all your baking, roasting, and finishing.

Consistency You Can Count On
Lincoln conveyor ovens
Lincoln conveyor ovens are the premier continuous cook platforms for the food service industry.
Using the latest advancements in air impingement technology, Lincoln ovens allow for rapid heating,
cooking, baking, and crisping of foods, typically done two to four times faster than conventional ovens.
With streamlined designs and straightforward solutions, Lincoln ovens save time, allow for more menu
differentiation and are easy to operate.
lincolnfp.com

• FastBake™ Technology in Lincoln conveyor
ovens are equipped with patented advanced
impingement technology designed to
accelerate the rate of heat transfer resulting
in significantly improved baking quality and
reductions in bake times between 10 and
30%.

• Air Impingement Technology uses hot air
under pressure which surrounds food
with small jets of hot air. This allows for
rapid heating, cooking, baking and crisping
of foods, two to four times faster than
conventional ovens, depending on food
product cooked.

• Removable Conveyor
• Uniform heating/cooking of food products
offers a wide tolerance for rapid baking at a
variety of temperatures.

• Variable speed Continuous Cook Platform
moves products through the oven one after
another, improving product flow during
cooking and virtually eliminating labor.

Timeless Quality, Tested for Life
Cleveland steam cooking equipment
Cleveland is the specialist in steam cooking equipment and has pioneered almost every major
advancement in this segment. It offers the industry’s largest selection of steam models for every
application. No matter what size your operation or production demands, Cleveland has the right kind
of equipment plus the experience and expertise to set you up right. The steam cooking equipment is
easy to maintain, clean and lowers your operating costs.
clevelandrange.com

Cleveland Convection Steamers
• Exclusive high efficiency gas power burner
generator produces more steam for faster
cooking while lowering operating costs

• Automatic generator drain keeps drain clean
with “water jet” spray Holds (10) 2-1/2” deep
full-size food pans

• Totally independent cooking compartments,
each has its own generator, gas valve and
water level control

• Stainless steel cavity, door and 6” legs
• (2) 60-minute electro-mechanical timers
• Sure-Cook load compensating feature

Cleveland Kettles
• Cleveland steam jacketed kettles offer ultraefficient heat transfer, uniform heating and
superior product handling.

• Steam jacketed kettles offer faster cooking

times because two thirds of the cooking
surface meet the product at a much lower
temperature, compared to stock pots that use
a much higher temperature only at the bottom
of the pot.
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• Kettles are ideal for: Soups, delicate sauces,

pasta, gravies, desserts, stews, braising meats,
rice, reheating dishes and holding them until
serving.

Cleveland Braising Pans/Skillets
• Every skillet is designed with Cleveland’s
exclusive high efficiency heating system
ensuring fast, even heat distribution.

• All skillets are made of durable stainless

steel with structurally reinforced bottoms
guaranteed against warping.

• All skillets have bead blasted cooking surfaces
to help prevent sticking and coved corner
design to ease cleaning, with removable or
spring-assist covers.

• Each skillet has either hand tilt, hand crank-tilt
or power-tilt features.

Protecting Your Future
Kolpak® walk-ins
Kolpak is the cold standard for walk-in refrigeration and freezers. It provides customized cold storage
solutions for small and large spaces ranging from refrigeration systems, self-contained walk-ins
and step-ins, refrigerated warehouses to pre-assembled walk-ins and walk-in accessories. With its
straightforward designs and lasting durability, Kolpak’s solutions aim at preserving food quality so that
you can provide guests with the absolute best.
kolpak.com

Three ways to get Kolpak quality
walk-ins in your kitchen:
Kolpak Polar-Pak® – Modular panels of 4” 100% foamedin-place non-CFC urethane foam offering superior
insulating capabilities. Top-mount refrigeration is flush to
the interior. Polar-Pak can be easily installed without the
services of a refrigeration technician.
Kolpak Pre-engineered – Kolpak pre-engineered uses
the same components that have made Kolpak walk-ins
famous for quality, flexibility, durability, and energy
efficiency. Because the units are already engineered and
utilize standard components, shipping and installation are
greatly reduced.
Kolpak Engineered to Order walk-ins are designed and
manufactured to your specification. Regardless of size,
shape, or complexity, Kolpak can deliver with industrybest lead times. Kolpak’s optional structured flooring
panel design can withstand loads up to 5,000 pounds per
square foot.

Fresh Solutions, Fit for You
Delfield® reach-ins and custom prep lines
Delfield offers high performance quality refrigeration, fabrication, and serving systems for every type
of operation found in lodging: restaurant, kiosk, banquet, convention, catering and room service. Its
innovative solutions improve energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Designed with
the entire kitchen in mind, Delfield has been recognized with the Foodservice Equipment and Supplies
(FE&S) magazine’s Best in Class Award numerous times over the past years.
delfield.com

Delfield Concepts®

Delfield Reach-ins

Start by using standard components. Add
options, accessories and finishes that meet
your needs. End with a serving solution that
has the look and feel of a custom solution but
without the custom price tag. That’s the new
Concepts line by Delfield. It’s a whole new wave
of serving line equipment.

•B
 y choosing only environmentally friendly
refrigerants and foams, using recycled
materials where appropriate, helping conserve
natural resources and designing to energyefficient construction, Delfield is leading the
way to a greener foodservice world. We can
help in efforts to attain LEED certified facilities.

• Maximize productivity and efficiency by having
everything you need in one location within
reach.

• Well thought out features like efficient and
space-saving top mount refrigeration systems.

• Designed to be joined in the field, the Concepts
line features a spline joining system. This
system makes the seams virtually disappear so
all you see is one beautiful counter.
• Refrigerated, heated or dry storage inserts
available or roll in Delfield standard
production pieces.
• Complete array of Delfield drop-ins for the
Concepts line.
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• Stay open doors that make loading and
unloading easy.
• Very cleanable seamless interior liners.
• Low energy and maintenance costs.

Engineered for Ease
Manitowoc® ice machines
Manitowoc is the leading brand for commercial ice makers and America’s #1 selling brand of ice machine.
Our team of engineers has developed a whole new level of simplicity, sanitation, energy efficiency and
reliability for ice machines. We are committed to add value to your lodging operation by reducing costs
and emphasizing food safety. Manitowoc ice machines are among the most efficient ones on the market
today exceeding DOE energy standards.
manitowocice.com

Manitowoc Ice Machines – Food & Beverage
• All Manitowoc ice machines use environmentally friendly non-CFC
refrigerants.
• Most Manitowoc ice machines meet or exceed ENERGY STAR guidelines.
• Ice types include dice, half dice, crushed, crushed nugget, modular nugget,
flake, and octagon.
• Daily ice production from 53 lbs. to 3,300 lbs.

Manitowoc Ice Machines – Hotel Floor Dispensers
•P
 atented rocking chute dispense mechanism reduces in-flight ice and ice
spillage with quick on/off activation.
• Ice production up to 700lbs. with ice storage up to 180 lbs.
• Quickly fills glasses and large containers. Accepts up to 10.5” (26.67 cm)
high container.
• Efficient built-in agitator assures 100% dispensing. Oversized drain pan
collects larger quantity of ice overflow.
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Refreshing the Experience
Multiplex® cooling and dispensing beverage equipment
Multiplex is your partner in bringing beverage innovation to the table. We help you deliver on-trend
beverages and refreshing drinking experiences to your customers. Multiplex offers a complete
selection of cooling and dispensing beverage equipment that is high-performing and energy-efficient.
Our engineers and experts work with you to tailor the entire beverage systems to your specific needs.
Our beverage product portfolio includes a toolbox of unique solutions for every type of operation in
lodging.
multiplexbeverage.com

N2Fusion® Nitrogen Infusion System
• Inline Nitrogenation – N2-Fusion allows for both still drinks and
nitrogenated drinks to be poured from a common source (keg) with
its patented in-line nitrogenator, reducing product cost and time
(kegs can take up to 14 hours to nitrogenate by traditional infusion
methods.

• Engaging – N2Fusion’s nitro dispense creates a true “theater of the
pour” with a soft, frothy head and a waterfall effect that fascinates
customers and drives higher ticket purchases.

• Integrated – N2Fusion is a fully integrated, standalone system
requiring just a source of food-grade nitrogen and the beverage
you wish to dispense. The refrigerated base insures that product is
kept below 41*F for a cool, consistent pour.

• Inclusive – N2Fusion isn’t just about coffee! All kinds of beverages,
from teas to juices to cocktails can be infused with nitrogen for a
delicious, unique experience that customers will share online with
friends.

Our portfolio of best in class brands....

clevelandrange.com

Timeless Quality, Tested for Life

Convection Steamers, Steam Jacketed Kettles, Braising Pans, Tilt Skillets
convotherm.com

Advancing Your Ambitions
Combination Ovens

delfield.com

Fresh Solutions, Fit for You

Custom Production Centers, Prep tables, Refrigerators, Freezers, Chef Counters, Serving Lines
frymaster.com

Your Growth is Our Goal

Gas & Electric Fryers, Filtration Equipment, Water-Bath Rethermalizers & Pasta Cookers
garland-group.com

Bring Your Passion to the Surface

Electric & Gas Ranges, Ovens & Broilers, Griddles & Grills, Countertop Cooking, Induction
kolpak.com

Protecting Your Future

Walk-in Coolers & Freezers, Refrigerated Warehouses
lincolnfp.com

Consistency You Can Count On
Impingers, Conveyor Ovens
Engineered for Ease

manitowocice.com

Cube, Flake & Nugget Ice Machines, Ice Storage Bins, Ice Dispensers
mercoproducts.com

Serving Quality on Demand

Finishing Units, Holding Cabinets, Food Warmers
Expanding Your Opportunities

merrychef.com

Microwave Combination Ovens
Refreshing the Experience

multiplexbeverage.com

Countertop Ice/Beverage, Blended Beverages, Nitrogenated systems
Tomorrow’s Success Starts Today

wbtkitchencare.com

Aftermarket Service and Support
Dynamic by Design
Food Inspiring Technology Designed Kitchens
Connecting Kitchens Like Never Before
Connected Kitchens Solution
Funding Your Future
Financing by Marlin

2227 WELBILT BOULEVARD, NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34655
(877) 375-9300 FAX (727) 372-5875
WELBILT.COM

Welbilt offers fully-integrated kitchen systems and our products are backed
by KitchenCare® aftermarket parts and service. Welbilt’s portfolio of awardwinning brands includes Cleveland™, Convotherm®, Crem™, Delfield®,
fitkitchenSM, Frymaster®, Garland®, Kolpak®, Lincoln™, Manitowoc®,
Merco®, Merrychef® and Multiplex®.

Bringing innovation to the table • welbilt.com
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